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Development History and Acknowledgments

EDI Standards

The AACRAO Committee on the Standardization of Postsecondary Education Electronic Data Exchange

(SPEEDE) began working on a national standard format for the electronic exchange of postsecondary

student records in 1989.  Initially the work of the committee was funded by AACRAO.  At about the same

time, the US Department of Education’s National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) began

developing a national standard format for the electronic exchange of student records for kindergarten

through high school students.  The K12 community was primarily represented by the Council of Chief

State School Officers (CCSSO). To gain more credibility in the creation and widespread adoption of the

standards, the two groups (AACRAO and NCES) approached the American National Standards Institute’s

(ANSI) Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X12 for assistance in developing and approving the two

standard formats.  
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ASC X12 reviewed the two proposals and insisted that only one standard be developed and approved.

That standard would be the Kindergarten through Postsecondary Education Student Record.  At that time,

NCES decided to fund the work of the AACRAO SPEEDE Committee as well as those working on the

K-12 standard.  The ASC X12 standard was approved in the early 1990's as ANSI ASC X12 Transaction

Set (TS) 130 for the Student Educational Record (Transcript).  This was a standard in the Electronic Data

Interchange or EDI format.

During this time period (before the Internet was widely available), an emphasis on the format was to send

as much data as possible, using the fewest characters.  This was because transmission costs were based

on the number of characters or bytes being sent over the Value Added Electronic Networks (VANs).

This standard is now in use by a significant number of postsecondary institutions in the United States and

Canada.  Over 600,000 postsecondary transcripts are exchanged electronically in this EDI format through

the University of Texas at Austin Internet Server in the ASC X12 EDI format each year.

Although the number of transcripts exchanged electronically in this ASC X12 EDI format is growing

significantly each year, it was felt by the community that an alternative format should be explored to

attract even more postsecondary institutions into the electronic exchange arena.

XML College Transcript Standard

The Postsecondary Electronic Standards Council (PESC), of which AACRAO is a founding member,

commissioned this exploration by creating the XML Forum to determine if an XML standard format

might be feasible and might result in significantly increased use of the electronic exchange of student

educational records.

 

It was felt that the perceived complexity of the process of implementation of the EDI standards was one

of the reasons that the EDI format was not being used by more schools.  The wide availability of relatively

inexpensive XML software tools and the already existing and pervasive use of XML by many schools’

information technology staffs made the XML process appear to have an excellent chance of rapid

acceptance and implementation by postsecondary educational institutions.

The early efforts of the XML Forum emphasized the creation of standard core components.  Once this

work was significantly accomplished, PESC agreed to develop an XML Standard Format for the College

Transcript to demonstrate that this could be done.

Bruce Marton from the University of Texas at Austin headed this effort and was largely supported by the

AACRAO SPEEDE Committee that had developed the earlier EDI standard.

PESC approved the XML standard for the College Transcript in the summer of 2004.
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XML High School Transcript Standard

Once this standard was approved, Bruce was made aware of growing interest in the creation of a similar

PESC standard for the high school transcript.  He reviewed the standard and felt that there would be far

more similarities than differences between the high school and college transcript.

With the assistance of the AACRAO SPEEDE Committee, Bruce drafted a very preliminary XML schema

for the High School Transcript, using the College Transcript as the model.  Bruce suggested that PESC

create a workgroup from a broad spectrum of the secondary and postsecondary education communities

and this workgroup met on weekly calls for about a year beginning in April 2005.  The Standard for the

High School Transcript was approved by PESC in the summer of 2006.

In October 2006, the Schools Interoperability Framework (SIF) also released a document that included

an XML electronic format for exchanging high school student records among high schools.  Since then,

PESC has reviewed the SIF work and has made some suggestions to make the two formats more

compatible. 

Implementation of the XML Student Transcript Standards

Since the College Transcript was approved, the Board of Regents of the state of Georgia has been working

with SunGard Higher Education to include the PESC College Transcript as part of its Banner product that

was released in the summer of 2006.  Georgia has now mandated that all Board of Regents schools will

use the PESC standard for all exchanges of postsecondary student transcripts in the state.  Georgia is also

exploring a similar approach for high school transcripts being sent to Georgia postsecondary schools.

The California Community Colleges Transcript (CCCTran) project has also agreed to adopt the PESC

standards for all exchanges of community college student transcripts within the state and implementation

is under way.

Similar implementation projects of the PESC XML Standards are under way in Ohio and Indiana.

In Canada, the Ontario College Application Service (OCAS) is also now in the process of implementing

the PESC XML Transcript Standards.  And, in Alberta, there is a mandate by that province that all

exchanges of student transcripts within the province will also use the PESC Standard.
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The XML Schema for the PESC Student Transcripts

The XML Schema for both the College and High School formats is composed of four primary parts.

For this presentation, data elements or groups of data elements contained in boxes with solid borders are

required for the schema; those in boxes with dashed borders are optional.  And data element boxes with

a  +  at the right side indicate that this box may be further expanded.

An expansion of the first required data element group is shown below.
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The required transmission data is further composed of four required data elements (Document ID, Created

Date and Time, Document Type Code, and Transmission Type), two required data element groups

(Source of the Transmission, i.e., the Sending School, and Destination for the Transmission or Receiving

School or Agency), and five optional data elements.

The second major (and required) portion of the XML Schema is information about the student and the

student’s academic record:

The four optional portions of data in the diagram for both the high school and college formats above are

! Health Information - This includes any information the sending school has available and chooses

to send about immunizations, vaccinations and health screenings.  Some states or regions may

have admission or registration requirements for this information which is not normally included

in a paper transcript.

! Testing Information - Although AACRAO does not recommend that national test scores such as

the College Board’s APT or the ACT tests be included with the transcript, there are other local

and regional tests that some schools may wish to include.

! Note Message - Throughout the XML Schema, we have included the opportunity for additional

text information that the sender may wish to include.  The Implementation Guide recommends

against including this text information, since it cannot normally be processed automatically by the

receiver’s computerized process.  However, there may be cases where information deemed to be

important by the sender cannot be included any other way.
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! User Defined Extensions - The UDE allows for a mini schema within the schema to send

structured information that is only of interest to a certain group of recipients.  These would

typically be other schools or agencies within the same state or region.  Other schools outside the

area would just ignore the UDE that they are not expecting.

The Student Person is expanded as shown below:
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! Name is the only required data in the above structure for the person.

! School Assigned Person ID is the primary ID number used at the sending school.

! SIN is the Canadian Social Insurance Number for use by Canadian institutions.

! NSN is the Canadian National Student Number for use by Canadian institutions.

! Agency Assigned ID is an ID that might be assigned to the student by a state or other agency.

! Recipient Assigned ID is the ID assigned to the student by the receiving school that may have

been included in the request for this transcript.

! SSN is the student’s social security number assigned by the United States Social Security

Administration.

! Birth information includes either the full date of birth or just the month and day of birth.

! Alternate Name may be used to send any other names that the sending school may have on

record and may choose to include in the transcript.  Former names might be a use for this data

element.

! High School is used to send information about the secondary school from which the student

graduated (or last secondary school attended)

! Contacts allows the sending school to include information which will allow the receiving school

to contact the student (email, address, phone, etc.)  in the event the student has not yet applied for

admission at the receiving school.  It could also be helpful in identifying the student if other

identifying information is not included.

! Gender is helpful in matching the transcript with the receiving school’s student database.

! Residency for fee purposes can sometimes be helpful at public receiving institutions to assist in

classifying the student as either in state or out of state.

! Deceased indicator could possibly alert someone at the receiving institution that the sending

institution’s records indicate that this record belongs to a deceased student.

! Note Message, although not normally recommended to be used, might be included if the sending

institution has additional information to include.

! Parent or Guardian information is also included in the high school format

! Race and Ethnicity information is also included in the high school format
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Although the schema requires that some information about the student’s academic record be included, all

of the data elements are optional.  Therefore, at least one of them must be included.

! School is used to indicate a school other than the school sending the record.  This is normally

considered to be an override school.  If this record only includes work at the sending institution,

then this information would not be included here.

! Student Level indicates the year the student is in (freshman, sophomore, eleventh grade, etc. 

! Academic Award is used to send information about any degrees, diplomas or other awards issued

by the sending institution (or another school if the school override information is included).

! Academic Summary is used to include the grade averages and credit totals for all or portions of

the record being sent.

! Academic Session is used to identify and/or describe an academic term or session for a portion

of the record being sent

! Course is used to include detailed information (credit, dates, grade, special attributes such as

honors, etc.) about a course in which the student is or was enrolled.

! Additional Student Achievements is used to include any other achievements not specifically tied

to a specific course, award or session.
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Other Information on the PESC Website

The PESC website is located at www.pesc.org.  Then click on the tab at the top for “Standards and Info”,
then on “Approved Standards”.

! Three .xsd files that are needed to view the entire XML Schema (using an XML tool such as
Altova Corporation’s XML Spy) can be downloaded from the web site.  

1. Core Main  

2. Academic Record  

3. College Transcript or High School Transcript 

! To view a very large expanded diagram which includes all the diagrams in this presentation and
many more, download or click on the “College Transcript Diagram” and click on it as needed to
enlarge it.

! To download or view a very large and detailed document which includes recommendations for
implementing the XML College Transcript, including which data elements to include with their
descriptions, click on “XML Postsecondary Transcript Implementation Guide”.  This is a
document of about 250 pages in Adobe PDF format.

Other XML Schemas now under development by PESC

! Request for Transcript

! Response to a Request for Transcript

! Application for Admission

! Transmission of Test Scores

! Acknowledgment of Receipt of a Student Transcript

! Batch Transmittal of Multiple XML Instance Documents

! Academic Course Catalog Information
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